
Email Discovery in Employment  
Law Case - Over 90,000  
Emails Reviewed

CHALLENGE

A boutique law firm headquartered in California with clients spread across the globe 

sought assistance from Lawstore for email discovery in one of their employment law 

cases where the plaintiff had alleged wrongful termination from employment. The firm 

required Lawstore to specifically extract emails to substantiate poor performance at the 

plaintiff’s end.

The law firm shared all the emails with Lawstore on sync.com in pst format, in three 

separate links. Each link had documents amounting to a file size of around 9 GB. To put 

the file size into perspective, allow us to share a fun fact. A rough estimate shows that 

the amount of text in about 900 encyclopedia volumes with 44 million words in each 

volume, measured in file size, would be close to 10 GB.

Needless to say, the eye of the storm in this matter was the overwhelming number of 

files—98,284 emails—that were to be reviewed in 45 days.



 
 

SOLUTION

An offshore team of two Associates under the supervision of the offshore Lead Attorney 

were designated for this project.

Combining our team’s expertise with our advanced legal-tech partner ecosystem 

rendered the task at hand convenient to handle and surmount:

 » The project was successfully completed by using machine learning technique called 

sentimental analysis for the segregation of emails. 

 » The segregation process eliminated duplicates and reduced the number of emails for 

review. 

 » The ai-powered document reviewing tool ran the search for 98,284 emails with 98% 

accuracy, requiring manual intervention only at the time of the final sorting. 

The final deliverable product was specifically named pdf portfolios i.e., performance, 

discipline and training with relevant email extracts and an excel sheet with the details 

of portfolios. The client was sent drafts of the work before final submission to ensure 

quality of the final work product.
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RESULT

The client was able to locate the relevant emails with a simple, quick-search without 

needing to understand the tech-mechanism or having to engage their attorneys in an 

otherwise lackluster and time-intensive task if executed without the right legal-tech 

experts and solutions. The project was completed within a quick turnaround time of  

a month.


